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Abstract 
A reasoning system for threat assessment(TA) is investigated based on intuitionistic fuzzy logic(IFL). Much 
quantitative and qualitative factors can be processed effectively in the system.Firstly,the algorithm for intuitionistic 
fuzzy inference is introduced. Secondly,on the basis of analyzing the factors on TA in air defense system, the 
intuitionistic fuzzy inference rules and the defuzzification method are defined. Finally, the validity of the system is 
checked through simulation results by providing TA instances with 3 typical air targets. The investigation not only 
enriches the fundamental theory of intuitionistic fuzzy sets(IFSs) but also provide new thoughts for TA. 
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1. Introduction  
As is well known, an important problem in air defense operations is the vagueness inherent to the 
information in the upcoming operational environments. Units of operations need to access fusion 
information of a battlefield, in order to form appropriate perception, to assess foe courses of action and 
capabilities. These problems are further increased if a multi-threat battle scenario is considered. Up to 
now, there is no unifying method, algorithm or procedure to perform TA, which belongs to the higher or 
decision level of data fusion. Therefore, researches on TA of information fusion in high levels should be 
oriented to military decision and continuously seek new techniques and solutions.  
Since fuzzy set theory was proposed by Zadeh [1] in 1965, fuzzy logic has been widely used. And 
fuzzy logic systems have been proved useful since they can complement the decision support. It also have 
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been proved successful for the development of a fuzzy logic event detector that performs a fuzzy logic-
based analysis of predicted courses of action to infer enemy intent and capabilities[2].With the 
development of  fuzzy sets, Atanassov(1986, 1989, 1994)[3]presented intuitionistic fuzzy sets(IFSs) 
which are very effective to deal with vagueness.IFSs have been actively used in real-life applications.The 
aim of this paper is to put forward further and consider TA based on intuitionistic fuzzy logic(IFL) for air 
defense operations. According to the characteristics of TA, The reasoning system based on IFL is 
investigated. We here take TA of air defense systems for example to illuminate the research. 
2.  Intuitionistic Fuzzy Logic  
2.1. Definitions of IFSs 
Definition 1 Atanassov[3].Let X be a fixed set. An intuitionistic fuzzy set A in X  is an object having 
the form 
( ) ( ){ }XxxxxA AA ∈= |,,, νμ
where the functions [ ]1,0:, →XAA νμ  are the degree of membership and the degree of non-
membership of the element Xx∈ to A respectively; moreover, ( ) ( ) 10 ≤+≤ xx AA νμ must hold. 
For each IFS A in X ,we will call ( ) ( ) ( )xxx AAA νμπ −−= 1  the intuitionistic index of x  in A .It is a 
hesitancy degree of  x  to A .It is obvious that ( ) 10 ≤≤ xAπ ,for each Xx∈ . Let ( )XIFSs denote the set 
of all IFSs in X . 
Since the IFSs being a generalization of fuzzy sets give us an additional possibility to represent 
imperfect knowledge, they can make it possible to describe many real problems in a more adequate way.  
2.2. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Inference Systems 
As the generalization and development of the fuzzy systems, a basic intuitionistic fuzzy system 
performs three-step fuzzy inference. 
(1) Fuzzification of the terms that appear in the conditions of rules. The fuzzifier  acts on the system 
measurements and performs the mapping of deterministic numerical data and qualitative description into 
IFSs.That is, given a measurement value x ,the fuzzifier interprets it as an intuitionistic  fuzzy set A with 
membership function ( )xAμ , non-membership function ( )xAν and intuitionistic index ( )xAπ . 
(2) Inference in intuitionistic fuzzy system. Fuzzy inference in intuitionistic systems has to consider the 
fact that we have the membership functions as well as the non-membership functions. Lei[4] investigated 
the techniques for approximate reasoning on IFL, including the Generalized Modus Ponens(GMP), 
generalized modus tollens and generalized hypothetical syllogism on IFL.Let us consider the following 
Generalized Modus Ponens,which is used in the  TA system for air defense operations:  
Rule: IF  x   is  A  THEN  y   is  B  
Fact: x  is ∗A  
——————————————— 
Consequence: y is *B  
Where x and y are linguistic variables, A and ∗A are IFSs of the universe of discourse U ；and B and 
*B are IFSs of the universe of discourse Z .  
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By use of implication operator Rc by Mamdani[4], that is, using “V—Λ” as synthesizing operations, 
                                        ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫
×
=×=
ZU
RRc yxyxyxBAR cc ,/,,, νμ                                                  (1)  
where  
( ) ( ) ( )yxyx BARc μμμ ∧=, , ( ) ( ) ( )yxyx BARc ννν ∨=, .
Then based on similarity measures between the IFSs,the degree of matching between A and ∗A  can be 
measured. The deduced consequence of each activated rule is “ Y  is *B ”, the IFSs *B is as follows: 
cRAB o** =
where  
                                                      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )yxxy BAAUxB μμμμ ∧∧∨= ∈ **                                       (2) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )yxxy BAAUxB νννν ∨∨∧= ∈ **                                         (3) 
(3) Defuzzification of the fuzzy terms that appear in the conclusions of rules. The defuzzifier acts on 
the output variables of decision logic and performs the mapping to corresponding deterministic numerical 
data. As a result of inference, we obtain an IFSs iB for each activated rule iR .Suppose 
( ) ( ){ }yyyB
ii BBi
νμ ,,= ,to get more information on IFSs iB ,a newly defined membership function is 
given by 
                                                  ( )y
iB
'μ = ( )y
iB
μ + ( ) ( ) ( )yyy
i
ii
B
BB πνμ
2
1 −+                                    (4) 
When the universe of discourse is discrete, the center average defuzzifier is selected as follows: 
                                                  ( ) ( )∑∑
==
⋅=
N
k
N
k
o yyyy
iBiB
1
'
1
' μμ                                                        (5) 
where N  is the number of  activated rules. 
According to a voting model of evidence, Eq.(4) can be interpreted as“half of the abstainer can finally 
become persons voting for a resolution, then the ratio is modified by the difference between proponents 
and opponents”. 
3. Construction the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Inference System for TA  
On the basis of analyzing the the major factors of effects of air targets on TA, the membership、non-
membership functions of input state variables and inference rules are built;finally,the validity is checked 
by providing TA instances with 3 typical air targets. 
3.1. Identifying Factors of  TA 
According to the feature of modern air defense operations, the factors on TA are analyzed. These 
factors may be quantitative or qualitative. Now the key factors involved in estimating the TA of air targets 
are the target’s range, target’s velocity, flight height, target’s type, cross point distance and jamming 
capability. And in our proposed system, no specific index is offered. Let us consider the input state 
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variable set, that can be these factors: { }jcthvrS ,,,,,= .The output linguistic variable of the system is 
degree of  threat( d ), which has 7 ranges. 
3.2. Linguistic Variables based on IFSs 
These factors may be qualitative, quantitative or fuzzy, so it is necessary to transform input state 
variables of air target into so-called linguistic variables in place of numerical variables. For each of these 
linguistic variables, there are several linguistic terms available. Each of the linguistic terms is represented 
by an IFSs or more precisely, a membership function and a non-membership function curve. For different 
linguistic variables, a particular linguistic term represents different range of values. Here, to illustrate, the 
values of the intutionistic fuzzy variable of target’s range might be expressible as “very close range”, 
“close range”, “intermediate range”, “long range” and “very long range”.These five linguistic terms are 
represented by intuitionistic fuzzy subsets, whose membership function has a  Gaussian distribution,which 
is defined as follows: 
( ) 2
2
2
)(
σμ
cx
r ex
−−
=                                                                            (6) 
The mean and variance of  the five intuitionistic fuzzy subsets are consistent with 1r =[0.125, 0], 2r = 
[0.125, 0.25], 3r = [0.125, 0.5], 4r = [0.225, 0.75] and 5r = [0.225, 1] respectly.According to the expertise 
of air defense operations, the input  variable corresponding to target’s range is described as follows: 
( )
( )
( )
( )⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
>+−
≤<+−
≤<+−
≤<+−
≤
=
kmxx
kmxx
kmxx
kmxx
kmxx
r
800,132001200
800500,75.01200650
500200,5.01200350
20060,25.0560130
60,480
                                                         (7) 
Here, other variables except for target’s range is not discussed any more. 
3.3. Rule-based Reasoning 
The system for TA has six inputs jcthvr ,,,,, , r has five ranges; v  has five ranges; h  has four 
ranges; t  has three ranges; c  has two ranges; j  has four ranges; so the input set has two thousand four 
hundred possible rules.These rules are structured as follows: 
IF  r   is  irR  AND  v   is  ivV   AND  h   is  ihH   AND  t   is  itT  AND  c   is  icC  AND  j   is  ijJ   
THEN  d   is  jO  
Where jcthvr ,,,,, are input variables; d  is output variable. Rir,Viv,Hih,Tit,Cic,Jij are linguistic terms of  
the antecedent.Oj is IFSs of the output universe of discourse. 
It is known that each of intuitionistic fuzzy rules may chalk up an input/output relation matrix R.Hence, 
from the synthesizing operations of intuitionistic fuzzy rules, the output jO  can be derived out from 
inference synthesizing rules. For AND-connected clauses, we use the MIN operator to combine membership 
values and use the Max operator to combine non-membership values. Each rule is processed in parallel and the 
resulting IFSs is combined with the result of other rules for output variables. A value of the decision-aid 
provided by the fuzzy logic system is derived from the result by defuzzification. 
3.4. Simulation Results 
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Suppose that there are three typical targets. The process of TA for air targets involves three 
steps:firstly,the intuitionistic fuzzy measure is determined by transforming air target attribute information; 
secondly, the input state variables are represented by linguistic terms according to corresponding 
membership function and non-membership function;finally,the threat degree of air targets are got based 
on intuitionistic fuzzy inference. The final result is shown in the table 1.  
Table 1   input state variables and threat degree of air target 
Target R(km) V(m/s) h(m) t C(km) j ud
Target1 100 300 22000 Bomber 20 Strong 0.980 
Target2 510 280 10000 Bomber 32 Weak 0.638 
Target3 290 280 10000 Bomber 32 Weak 0.396 
The inference result is consistent with experts’ judgements,also the Monte Carlo experiments show the 
validity of  the  TA system based on intuitionistic fuzzy inference is justified by very satisfactory results. 
4. Conclusions 
Information in the upcoming operational environments is massive, complex, vague and uncertain; also 
the measurements from  multiple sensors are only approximate. So it is difficult to make rational decisions 
in an environment of uncertainty and imprecision. That’s why we had the idea to use IFL in the decision 
aiding system. From all above discussion, we can conclude that: 1)Much quantitative and qualitative 
factors can be processed effectively, when TA  is considered as a complicated fuzzy inference process; 2) 
By the proposed approach, expertise and experience can be represented as a set of rules incorporated in a 
fuzzy logic knowledge-based system; 3) IFL can model the imprecise modes of reasoning associated with 
vague environment data more adequately than traditional fuzzy logic, so it is a powerful technique to 
design efficient decision-aid systems. 
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